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Abstract
A strong field treatment of d2 and d8 transition metal ions in P3h field has been worked out neglecting the effect of spin orbit coupling the concerned clebach gorden coefficients have been derived as also the basis functions of the strong-field terms the matrioes of electroatatic energy have been prepared taking in to account also the mutual perturbation of terms of the came summery and multiplicity through arising out of different strong field configurations. the crystal field energy is then added to the diagonal forms and the resulting secular equation are solved to get the energy level diagrame details of solving the equation and preparing the energy level diagerame are given the energy level contours the energy of the ground state being taken as the zero of reference with the two crystal-field parameters shown along the two coordinate axes the method of using such three dimensional energy level diagrame is described and illustrated by interpreting a number of observed spectra the advantages of this treatments of the problem are discussed the detailed energy level diagrame allow for all possible variations of the two crystal field parameters of D3h symmetry as also for variation in the extent of the nephelauxetic effect the crystal-field parameters are not calculated form first principles using the electrostatic point left as empirical quantities to be adjusted to spectral data the formalism is applicable to C3V and point groups isomerphic to D3h the method of working out the spin-multiplicity of the strong field terms by the method of descent in symmetry has been fully discussed the details of working out the Clebsch-cordon ciefficients basis functions and the matric element of interelectronic repulsion are given the general methodology of ligend field theory is fully discussed and illustrated. 


